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Aida Edemariam
can sing, but she
can’t swing. Will
ﬁve months of muscle
training (and animal
impersonations) make
her a great jazz singer?

How
do you
solve a
problem
like
Aida?
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very fortnight for the
past ﬁve months, I have
found myself standing in
a living room in south
London, quacking like
an angry duck, meowing
like a cat, whining like a dog, baaing
like a sheep, and nagging like a witch.
I’ve pretended I’m Carmen Miranda, a
Smurf and a bored robot. I’ve wailed
like a baby while pointing my chin up
at the ceiling and holding my tongue
between thumb and foreﬁnger. I’ve
beaten my chest and made creaking-
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door sounds. When Laura Zakian asks
me, “Have we done ‘going up sniﬀy
mother-in-law, going down twang’?”
the answer is yes.
I met Zakian a year ago when, somewhat ill-advisedly, I auditioned for a
jazz-singing course. I liked her because
she was bossy and forthright. Turns
out she’s also a pretty good teacher. She
had to be: my voice is not exactly a jazz
voice. I’m a soprano, for starters, and a
mixture of requiems, evensong and a
term singing choral music in French
and German at university has produced
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a voice that’s high, clear and polite. My
Miss Otis Regrets came out as if I’d
suddenly become a lady-in-waiting to
the Queen. “It’s terribly smart,” said
Zakian, amused.
Part of jazz’s impact comes from the
sense of being directly spoken to,
though that, as Zakian puts it, “doesn’t
mean speaking it”, but rather using
elements more associated with your
speaking voice. It turns out I had no
“speech quality” at all. Any idea that I
could make the transition from
choirgirl to jazz singer in six weeks
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